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ABSTRACT In recent years, Chinese rural production relationship has been transforming comprehensively.
According to the field survey in six cities of Southwest China’s three provinces, this study summarizes the process
of the agricultural enterprise. Because the local governments and rural capital are induced by achievements and
interests, farmland transfer is forced by administrative organization. In this process, the peasants have lost the
right to operate the farmland. They had to sell their labor for a living, and with difficulty obtain farmland revenue.
The results indicated that the peasants are moving towards proletarians. Because of the restriction of the rural soil
system in China, they are not absolute proletarians but “semi-proletarians”. This situation will bring great
challenge for governing and stabilizing the countryside in China. It is recommended to effectively combine local
conditions, and take into account the efficiency and fairness to promote the large-scale land transfer and the
development of agricultural enterprise.
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INTRODUCTION

Since the middle and late 1990s, land rental
market has rapidly developed in rural areas of
China. Because the collective land contract can
be transferred between the peasants (Song 2015),
the production scale of agriculture has been en-
larged (Lai et al. 2014; Chernina 2014; Rozelle et
al. 2005). Since the Third Plenary Session of 17th

CPC Central Committee in 2008, local govern-
ments have actively encouraged industrial and
commercial enterprises and some leading agri-
cultural companies to perform large-scale rural
land transferring and execute scale operation
(Zhanf 2014; Tian 2014). Agricultural industrial-
ization was identified as the process of transfer-
ring industrial and commercial enterprises capi-
tal to countryside and implementing scale man-
agement of rural land. Agricultural industrializa-
tion may become a process of land annexation
with the largest scale and the fastest develop-
ment since the beginning of Chinese history (Hu
2001). Hence, it will make a deep impact on the
production relationship of China’s countryside.
However, there is still no official statistical data

for the agricultural industrialization. Therefore,
the researchers firstly surveyed the state of agri-
cultural industrialization. Based on the survey
and analysis, they proposed the driving forces
and means of agricultural industrialization for-
mation. Furthermore, studying on the impact of
agricultural industrialization on the rural produc-
tion relationship is beneficial for further under-
standing of agricultural industrialization and im-
proving the rural land transferring system.

METHODOLOGY

Research Sites and Methods

Due to obvious difference of regional econ-
omy in China, compared with developed areas,
the less-developed countryside and poorer peas-
ants in central and western regions do not pos-
sess external conditions of land transferring.
Thus, they are more typical for study. Six regions
were selected in western China, Chengdu City,
Yibin City and Pengzhou City of Sichuan Prov-
ince, and Zhaotong City of Yunnan Province,
Chishui City of Guizhon Province, Jiangjin City
of Chongqing Municipality. The research meth-
ods used in this study included literature review,
field investigation, and interviewing method. It
took the researchers two years from March 2012
to February 2014 to perform field survey and
collect document literature in the above regions.
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FINDINGS  AND DISCUSSION

Overview of Agricultural Industrialization
during Land Transferring

The actual cases of agricultural industrializa-
tion in six selected regions were presented in
Table 1. At the beginning of transferring, the farm-
lands are operated by industrial and commercial
enterprises (Table 1). At later, there arose a mode
in 3 regions that industrial and commercial enter-
prises were transferring the farmland to peasant
households or the operation by enterprises was
transferred to the “Company + Household”
mode. The places where the transformation was
carried out belonged to major Grain-producing
Counties (Gaopo Village in Yibin) or were situat-
ed in basic farmland preservation area (Shipan
Village in Chishui). It was required that operat-
ing entities shall grow the grain crops and the
low added value of grains promoted industrial
and commercial enterprises to transform their
business mode. And the enterprises in 4 regions
for growing vegetables and fruits are still oper-
ated by industrial and commercial enterprises.

As for the operational scale by industrial and
commercial enterprises, there is 66.67 hm2 in av-
erage. Among the six regions, the smallest area
in operation belongs to enterprises of Maoping
Village of Zhaotong, possessing an average area
of 47.6 hm2 and the largest area to Xintian in
Jiangjin with an operating area of 133.33 hm2.
The period of land transferring varies in differ-
ent region: 10 years for Gaopo Village in Yibin,
Daxing Village in Shuangliu and Shipan Village
in Chishui, 15 years for Xintian Village in Jiangjin,
but 30 years and 70 years respectively for Maop-
ing Village in Zhaotong and Shuanghe Town in
Pengzhou City. It could be learnt from Table 1
that although the rent for transfer is expressed in
material object for these 4 places, there is a lot of
difference in the payment of currency for fee on
move when the material object, according to the
market price of the year, is converted into cur-
rency. Daxing in Shuangliu has the highest an-
nual rent, up to 1200 RBM and, Maoping in Zha-
otong is the lowest, only 300 RMB.

The Driving Forces and Means of Agricultural
Industrialization Formation

In order to analyze agricultural industrializa-
tion formation, the researchers surveyed the re-
lationships among government, enterprises and
peasant households. Combining the analysis of

the overview of agricultural industrialization, the
driving forces and means of agricultural indus-
trialization formation were proposed.

Driving Force from the Government

In 2012, Song thought that the reasons why
the development of farmland transfer was accel-
erated are that local governments were the real
pushing hand behind the movement. During the
survey, the researchers found that there is a con-
sensus in documents of local government. It is
that large-scale operation and agricultural mech-
anization are the general features for agricultural
modernization. It’s an effective way of increas-
ing more effect for agriculture, peasants’ income
and speeding up the urbanization, which is called
a visible clue. Another more important driving
force (which is not reflected in the government
documents, known as an invisible clue) is an in-
ner impulsion for investment promotion. Huang
(2012) believed that the invitation of capital has
become the core index for testing carders and
measuring the government. Furthermore, the core
index drives government to use informal allow-
ance and support in introduction of industrial
and commercial enterprises. It is also one of the
reasons why local governments in research zones
have active introduction of industrial and com-
mercial enterprises, guiding leading enterprises
to the agricultural industrialization. Nevertheless,
either the visible clue or invisible one will pass
the judge of the work performance. Because of
the results of the political championship system
(Chen et al. 2011), a fierce competition situation
arises where local governments are trying to pro-
mote large-scale operation as their goals.

Driven by Economical Interests

The capital pursues profit. The capital “to
the countryside” must be profitable. Because of
the intervention of the government in China, the
capital “to the countryside” is considered as more
complex towards the land transferring. The cap-
ital considers how much direct productive prof-
its will be produced in agricultural field and how
much profit brought by informal supports offered
by the government, such as the policy incen-
tive, preferential tax and financial tilt. The best
ones among them (usually the ones with the larg-
est scales) tend to be elected as NPC (the Na-
tional People’s Congress) members or members
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of the CPPC (China Political Consultative Con-
ference), gaining such honors as “Big Grain
Household” or “Leader for Leading Enterprise”
(Liu 2014). The status and reputation are not only
a symbol or a marks but a kind of resources and
the resources could be transformed into econom-
ic advantages. Except for, the informal support
in policy gained from the government, quite a
few enterprises to the countryside have ideas
that the agricultural fields are one worthy of in-
vestment. 85 percent of nation-wide enterprises
would select economic crop production mode),
because the additive value of such production
mode is far higher than the mode of grain pro-
duction. Although some of industrial and com-
mercial enterprises, engaged in grain production,
lose money, they could still sub-contract the land
to peasants even if they retreat from the agricul-
tural production while they could, at the same
time, receive the support and allowance from the
government and also a given sum of the land
transferring charge.

As a Means of Enforced Transfer

Although the local government and capital
is getting together based on the work perfor-
mance and inducement for interest respectively
on the way to the development of Agricultural
Industrialization, the first problem of both sides
is how to gain closely grouped land in large scale.
Not all people would like to transfer their farm-
land to agricultural enterprises. There are most
of households depending on the income from
both farming and working for their living. So the
local governments realized enforced land trans-
fer in the whole production group, and even the
whole village. Although the central government
emphasizes time and again that the land transfer
shall be conducted on the basis of the peasants’
will, and various kinds of documents issued by
the government and addresses published on
media also claim respecting the peasants’ will,
the households who is trying to block the devel-
opment of agricultural industrialization have to
be forced to transfer their land by all means. Such
as using face problem, personal feelings, or ad-
ministrative coercive power to force the peas-
ants to give out their land. Either way, the peas-
ant households that are not willing to transfer
their land are forced to do it.

In conclusion, it can be considered that the
government and capital are two pushing hands

for the development of agricultural industrializa-
tion, the former has the work performance in mind,
but the latter has pursuing profits in mind. The
peasant households are forced to transfer their
land by coercive power form local governments.
The final result is industrialization of agriculture.

Reconstruction of Rural Productive
Relationship

The analytical method of the productive re-
lationship is one of the effective analytical tools
of Marxism. The so-called productive relation-
ship is referred to the economic interest relation-
ship formed in social life that people live in which
is inevitable and cannot be changed by people’s
will. The contents of 3 aspects are included: First,
the ownership of the means of production and
the form for its realization. Second, the relation-
ship between right and status is formed in pro-
duction round the productive management ac-
tivities. Thirdly, the distribution mode of bene-
fits (Lu 2001). Bernstein (2001) considers that
three aspects respectively mean “Who owns
what”, “Who does what”, and “Who obtains
what”. There is implied a given sequence among
them, that is, the social division of labor is deter-
mined by the social relationship of the property
right, and the income’s social distribution is de-
termined by the social division of labor. The es-
sence of agricultural industrialization is to em-
bezzle the peasant’s right of use of land with
industrial and commercial enterprises in combi-
nation with local governments, retransforming
the productive relationship in rural areas through
the use mode of land and interest distributing
mode. In the following section the researchers
will mainly explain the transformation of the rural
productive relationship caused by the develop-
ment of agricultural industrialization.

Social Relationship of Property Right

In the course of the development of agricul-
tural industrialization, the land’s right of man-
agement, through re-separation of the right of
management with the contracting right, will be
transferred to the hands of industrial and com-
mercial enterprises, which means that peasants
only possess the contracting right endowed by
law within the period specified by the land trans-
ferring contract and have no more right of man-
agement. In the present structure of right of prop-
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erty of rural land of China, what is the most im-
portant for farming peasants is right of manage-
ment, not the ownership or contracting right (He
2012). Lu (2001) considered ownership is only a
mean, and utilization is the purpose.

What is shown in Table 1 is 10 years for the
shortest transferring period, 70 years for the long-
est transferring period, which means that indus-
trial and commercial enterprises possess the law-
ful land right of management and enjoyment of
land yield, but the peasants don’t have it. In the
sense of law, peasants make decision whether
they are willing to renew the contract or not. But
the rule of the land use is uncertain with change
of interest and strength (Zhang 2003). Because
of the weakness, peasants are not to have the
initiative in their hands.

In fact, the greatest difference between the
land transferring and the spontaneous transfer-
ring among peasants in the process of the devel-
opment of agricultural industrialization lies in the
fact whether there is existing enforceability. This
causes that the social relationship of the right of
property brought about by these 2 modes is wide-
ly divergent. In the spontaneous transferring
widely existing in rural areas, the peasants as
both sides in transferring gain mutual benefit and
win-win result on the basis of equality and vol-
untary (Sun 2012). The forced land transferring
brought about by the development of agricul-
tural industrialization robs the peasant of the
right of management, but encroaches on the right
of the peasant households that they have a hope
of coming back to the countryside for farming
within the period of transfer. Therefore, the key
is whether there is enforceability. If the transfer
agreement is not related with enforceability but
based on voluntary and equality, the develop-

ment of agricultural industrialization will make
very little impact on the land property right. The
entrance of the industrial and commercial enter-
prises only changes the flow-in side in land trans-
fer. For the enterprise it will bring much negotia-
tion and trade cost. It is not in conformity with
nature of the capital pursuing profit.

To sum up, the change of the property right
promoted by the development of Agricultural
Industrialization is embodied in farming peasant
households and those who are off farm and in-
tend to come back to the countryside for farming
within the transfer period. This causes both to
be forced to lose the right to control land and the
right to use land, the basic means of production
within a given period.

Social Labor Division Mode

The peasant households that lose the land
management right only receive a fixed sum of
land rent, but the sum of land rent cannot satisfy
their daily expenses. However, before the devel-
opment of agricultural industrialization, the “mid-
dle peasant” class that transferred the land to
others had income that was equal to that of the
peasant who goes out as a migrant worker. As
for the part-time peasant households, the income
from farming not only supplies “workers who
are off farm with unemployment security and
endowment insurance” (Huang  2012), and rais-
ing their children.

After the separation between peasant house-
hold and land caused by the development of
agricultural industrialization, the peasants who
lose the land management right can only sell their
labor. In addition, a lot of aged and middle-aged
women become idle because of not being able to

Table 1: Practical cases of agricultural industrialization

Daxing Gaopo Shuanghe Maoping Xintian Shipan

Operating entities Buz. Buz.→ Buz. Buz. Buz. Buz.GB→Buz. Buz.→HD
+ HD  +HD

Trans. Scale 466.67 hm2 53.33 hm2 200.00 hm2 333.33 hm2 133.33 hm2 466.67 hm2

No. of Buz. 5 1 2 7 1 1
Aver. Scale 93.33 hm2 53.33 hm2 100.00 hm2 47.60 hm2 133.33 hm2 93.33 hm2

Time of Rise 2005 2009 2009 2010 2010 2009
Trans. Period 10 years 10 years 70 years 30 years 15 years 10 years
Crops Flowers Sorghum Kiwi Apple Veg.+Rice
Rice+Sorghum
Trans. Fee 500kg rice 200kg rice RMB350 RMB300 200kg rice 200kg rice

Note: There are assumed names for all the administrative villages and towns.
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find opportunities for employment. The agricul-
ture enterprise of ability to absorb the labor force
is much less than small-scale household with la-
bor intensive. Therefore, the labor force that orig-
inally sticks to land exceeds the demand in the
local labor market. On the one hand, it reduces
the price of labor force. On the other hand, it
forces some part of labor force to go out as mi-
grant workers, and another part of labor has to
choose unemployment (Che et al. 2015).

Take the first production group of Xinyong
Village located in Maoping Township as an ex-
ample. There are 27 households in this group,
among which 8 households are migrant workers
for the whole year and 19 households engage in
farming (some are pure farming households, oth-
ers are part-time peasant households). Table 2
shows that the average age of 19 farming house-
holds is 53.3, who lie in the stage of middle age.
The area of rural land possessed by each house-
hold amounts to 0.49 hm2 with the couple as main
labor force. Most of their children are working
outside. As for the part-time families, there are 11
households, and the average age of the families
is 44.9. Before the land transfer, 90.9 percent of
the women of these families engaged in farming,
and the husbands went out as migrant workers.
However, after the land transfer, all men became
to workers, and there are still 27.3 percent of
women have to go out as migrant workers. How-
ever, there are 54.6 percent of women maintain a
state of unemployment. There were 8 the pure
farming households. The average age of the
members is 64.9. Only farming could ensure their
living necessities before the land transfer, and
the best choice for the aged is farming. However,
after the land transfer this part of old men have
to look for the possibility of going out for a job,
but there is no such possibility for a consider-
able number of elderly people, and thus all of
them become jobless. It could be seen that the
farms operated by enterprises only supply little
jobs for the local labor force. Only 5 women in
this group have a job on the farm.

In one word, after the emergence of agricul-
tural industrialization, the original “land-holding
peasants” who own the means of production de-
scend day by day and have become salary earn-
ers who have to sell their labor for living. Because
of limited opportunity for employment and prop-
erties of labor force itself, not all labor could gain
the opportunities for employment. Therefore, the
division of agricultural society has changed.

Income Distribution Mode

The last problem for the productive relations
is social distribution of labor fruits. Changes
made in two aspects over the productive rela-
tionship caused by the development of agricul-
tural industrialization will bring changes of land
income. Before the development of agricultural
industrialization, all gains from land belonged to
the peasant households that are farming on the
farm, but after the development of agricultural
industrialization, the rest gain from land belong-
ing to the enterprises. The peasant households
that contract land only obtain the charge from
transfer as a stable income. The employment cost
paid by the enterprise does not have necessary
link with the land contracting households. Al-
though the enterprise employs labor force from
villages, the land belongs to the enterprise that
is confronted with the labor market of the whole
region and even still larger scope, the enterprise
will decide whether it employs the local laborers
according to the labor price as compared to the
price of other region. Even though the enterprise
is willing to employ local laborers, all laborers
could not enjoy employment.

Table 2 indicates that the vast majority of
peasant households lost their labor force after
land transferring, which is before the transfer-
ring, engaged in farming. They have, through
farming, far higher income than the charge from
transferring. The labor force shifted from the land
transferring couldn’t obtain full employment. As
for the middle-aged men, they don’t need to go
back for farming at the busy season, and the rest
of their time is not used for off-farm working. In
other words, the part-time households would
rather choose the mode of working, as they think
that the income from the working mode is still
higher than those with pure working outside or
those with farming. It is believed that the peas-
ants could choose the best way for living ac-
cording to their given resources. It is not benefi-
cial to them when agricultural industrialization
forcefully separate farming labor from the land.

According to the above analysis, it could be
found that the development of agricultural in-
dustrialization has remolded the rural productive
relationship in all directions. The peasants were
forced to lose their land management right. The
stable income that they gained from land is only
a little sum of the transferring charge, not paying
for means of living. They have to be put into the
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labor market for selling their labor force under
the pressure. It means that the land-holding peas-
ants are on the way to semi-proletarianization.

Semi-proletarianization of Peasants and
Its Consequences

Semi-proletarianization Shifted of Peasants

Marx and Engels (1995) considered the pro-
letarian’s progress is indeed a process of the la-
borers who lose the right to control the means of
production and have to sell their labor for living.
It is analyzed that the development of agricultur-
al industrialization in recent years indeed has
advanced the peasants to become proletarians.
However, such proletarians are different from
those absolute proletarians who are in the west-
ern capitalist development process. However, in
the development of agricultural industrialization,
the Chinese peasants only lose their land man-
agement right temporarily in the course of land
transferring, and they could gain a given sum of
land rent. As a member of the village collective,
the peasants, on the one hand, still enjoy some

ownership of the land; on the other hand, they
still own independent contracting right to the
land and also gain various kinds of correspond-
ing subsidy from the government. It is explained
that the peasants still enjoy part of ownership of
the means of production, and they only lose tem-
porarily the right to the land management. There-
fore, they are not absolute proletarian’s class,
not like the one in the west, but the Semi-prole-
tarianization class.

Political and Social Consequence

Such large-scale development of agricultur-
al industrialization and semi-proletarianization
peasants will bring wide and profound impact
on China’s countryside and even the whole
society.

(1)  First of all, it will intensify the polariza-
tion in income distribution, which is expressed
in two aspects: on the one hand, it has widened
gap between urban and rural areas. Under the
condition of the fixed agricultural cake (total ag-
ricultural output value accounts for 12 percent
of GDP), the part of cake that is left over for peas-

Table 2: Changes of farming labor force before and after the land transfer on group 1, Yongxin Village,
Maoping Town, Zhaotong

No. Average Planting  Farming force before transfer            Farming force after transfer
age years  scale hm2

01 35.5 0.40 Men for part time,women for farming All working outside
02 43.5 0.40 Men for part time,women for farming All working outside
03 46.5 0.40 Men for part time,women for farming All working outside
04 43 0.47 Men for part time,women for farming Men working outside,

Women farming on farm
05 49 0.87 Men for part time,men for farming Men farming on farmÿ

Women working outside
06 37 0.40 women for part time,Women for farming Men working outside,

Women farming on farm
07 38.5 0.40 Men for part time,Women for farming Men working outside,

Women farming on farm
08 46.5 0.47 Men for part time,Women for farming Men working outside,

Women farming on farm
09 54.5 0.40 Men for part time,Women for farming Men working outside,Women jobless
10 55.5 0.53 Men for part time,Women for farming Men working outside,Women jobless
11 44.5 0.40 Men for part time,Women for farming Men working outside,

Women farming on farm
12 52 0.93 Pure for farming Men working outside,

Women farming on farm
13 50.5 0.53 Pure for farming All working outside
14 63 0.40 Pure for farming Men working outside,Women jobless
15 65.5 0.80 Pure for farming All jobless
16 70.5 0.40 Pure for farming All jobless
17 71 0.53 Pure for farming All jobless
18 73 0.47 Pure for farming All jobless
19 74 0.27 Pure for farming All jobless
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ants will still become smaller because of the de-
velopment of Agricultural Industrialization while
industrial and commercial enterprises participat-
ing distribution (Sun 2013). Thus, agricultural
industrialization by depriving farmers’ agricul-
tural income will further enlarge the gap between
the city and countryside. On the other hand,
polarization is intensifying among the peasants.
Viewing the peasants who are internal, the polar-
ization is intensifying. With the rise of rural mi-
grant economy, the peasants who stay in the
countryside for farming are those who lack skills.
Staying in the countryside for farming is their
best choice in consideration of various elements.
When the development of agricultural industri-
alization deprives them of the right to use land,
they have no choice except going out for em-
ployment, which is not their advantage. There-
fore, the condition of many households is not
getting worse rapidly, which will further enlarge
the gap between rural elites and them.

(2) Secondly, it will destroy the social order
in the countryside. As development of agricul-
tural industrialization forces more peasants who
stay at home for farming to go out for living, this
will lead to further increase of proportion of “eld-
erly agriculture” and “hollow village”. The “mid-
dle peasants” will suffer a fatal blow (Chen 2012).
This forms great challenge to the social orders in
the countryside, especially the “middle peas-
ants” play an important role in governing the
village (Yang 2011). If the “middle peasants” were
disrupted, their active functions in governing the
village and defending the social orders are get-
ting weak to a great extent.

(3) Finally, it will increase the unstable fac-
tors of the whole society. While China has as-
cended to the position of middle-income coun-
tries, the unstable factors in society are increas-
ing rapidly. There is no doubt that the semi-pro-
letarianizations descended from peasants will in
return make the unstable factors even worse.
Although many lost peasants could regain em-
ployment in secondary and tertiary industries,
there are still a lot of peasants who are out of
work, which will bring about severe challenge
towards the employment in China.

From the above, the road to the agricultural
development is always the classical proposition
discussed in the academic circle. With the re-
form and opening up policy implemented in agri-
culture, the development of agricultural indus-
trialization prevailing in various regions is, in

nature, practice of agricultural capitalism guided
by the concept of agricultural development in-
fluenced by the new liberalism (Huang 2014; Zhu
2014). However because of the family manage-
ment possessing strong vitality, the particulari-
ty of agricultural production determines that the
factory-type organization mode is unfit to be in-
troduced to the field of agricultural production,
and that the family management is the best mode
for agricultural production (Zhou 2014). Further-
more, both theory and practice have proved that
the scale effectiveness in the agricultural pro-
duction is not obvious (Luo 2012).

Where is the development of agricultural
development going? To sum upÿthe researchers
considered China should adhere to the mode of
the family management in virtue of the experi-
ence of the world’s agricultural development (Du
et al. 2014) and carrying forward the achieve-
ment gained by previous land reforms.

CONCLUSION

Based on the field survey in six cities in three
Southwest China’s provinces, the present study
found that because of the unique political tour-
nament system, local governments have to face
its own performance. Thus, local governments
combined the industrial and commercial enter-
prises to enforce land transfer, which ignores the
wishes of farmers. At the same time, the capital
pursues profit. The peasants who lost their land
could not gain profit from the farmland transfer.
The development of agricultural industrialization
has changed the original production relationship
in rural China. The peasants are obliged to trans-
fer their land management rights and have to sell
their labor for a living. As a result, the land-hold-
ing peasants are on the way to semi-proletarian-
ization. The impact of agricultural industrializa-
tion on rural production relationship may inten-
sify the polarization in income distribution be-
tween urban and rural areas, and destroy the
social orders in the countryside. It is not condu-
cive to stable development of the rural China.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Countryside is the stabilizer of reformation
and development in China, which can ensure the
stability and development of the national econ-
omy and society. Based on the studies, the
researchers put out some suggestions for pro-
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moting the healthy development of Agricultural
Industrialization. On the one hand, local govern-
ments should fully understand rationality of
small-scale farmer land transfer, because the farm-
land for peasantry plays a major part in both ag-
ricultural production and social security. On the
other hand, the central government should make
legislation to control various types of capital to
the countryside, and prevent mandatory farm-
land transfer. Local governments should respect
willingness of the farmers, and actively develop
the family farm.
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